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>?@ABCDEÿGEE?HBIDBJÿCIHKABICÿLABIÿI?ÿMIGIACN?@?ÿODJPÿMEP??QÿI?ÿE?BKHEIÿDBIA@RDALCÿI?ÿSHIÿDBI?ÿS@GEIDEAÿLPGIÿIPATÿPGRAÿNAABÿCIHKTDBJU
MIHKABICÿIGVDBJÿW?@ABCDEÿDBIA@RDALCÿGBKÿDBIA@@?JGID?BÿDBÿIPAÿ>@GHKÿXYGZDBGID?Bÿ[A@IDWDEGIAÿS@?J@GZÿE?BKHEIÿLAAVQTÿ\WDAQK]ÿDBIA@RDALCÿKH@DBJ
AGEPÿCAZACIA@Uÿ^H@DBJÿIPAÿIPD@KÿLAAVÿDBÿ_G@EPÿ̀?RA@ÿIL?ÿKGTCÿ̀Z?EVÿa?NÿDBIA@RDALCÿI??VÿSQGEAÿGIÿMIGIACN?@?ÿODJPÿMEP??QÿbMOMcUÿdPD@ITeIL?
?Wÿ?H@ÿCIHKABICÿDBIA@RDALAKÿfghÿPDJPÿCEP??QÿCABD?@CÿDBR?QRAKÿDBÿIPAÿEG@AA@ÿKARAQ?SZABIÿSPGCAÿ?WÿIPAD@ÿXBJQDCPÿEQGCCACUÿdPAÿARABIÿLGC
G@@GBJAKÿNTÿMOMÿi?@VejGCAKÿkAG@BDBJÿ[??@KDBGI?@ÿ_G@J?Iÿj@GJJU
XBJQDCPÿIAGEPA@Cÿ^ABDCAÿjAG@KABÿ̀lQDEAÿmLDBCVDÿGBKÿnABÿ[GQP?HBÿGCCDCIAKÿIPAD@ÿCIHKABICÿDBÿGKRGBEAÿ?WÿIPAÿDBIA@RDALCÿGCÿCIHKABICÿS@ASG@AK
GSSQDEGID?BCÿ̀@oCHZoCÿGBKÿE?RA@ÿQAIIA@CUÿlWIA@ÿIPAÿZ?EVÿa?NÿDBIA@RDALCÿ̀DBIA@RDALA@CÿCHNZDIIAKÿARGQHGID?BÿW?@ZCÿLDIPÿ@GIDBJCÿGBKÿE?ZZABIC
GBKÿGÿPD@DBJÿKAEDCD?BÿLGCÿ@AE?ZZABKAKUÿdPAÿIAGEPA@CÿIPABÿZAIÿLDIPÿAGEPÿCIHKABIÿI?ÿKDCEHCCÿCI@ABJIPCÿGBKÿLAGVBACCACUÿdPDCÿCIHKABIÿGEIDRDITÿPGCÿNAABÿ?BJ?DBJÿW?@ÿTAG@CÿGBKÿE?BCDCIABIQT
@AEADRACÿS?CDIDRAÿWAAKNGEVÿW@?ZÿGQQÿSG@IDACÿDBR?QRAKU
pAYIÿ̀?H@ÿCIHKABICÿZ?RAÿDBI?ÿIPAÿDBIA@@?JGID?BÿSPGCAÿ?WÿIPAD@ÿI@GDBDBJUÿdPATÿLDQQÿCIHKTÿGBKÿE?BKHEIÿAYA@EDCACÿDBR?QRDBJÿIPAÿKAIAEID?Bÿ?WÿKAEASID?Bÿ̀KABDGQCÿ̀GEEHCGID?BCÿ̀@GID?BGQDqGID?BC
GBKÿ?NIGDBDBJÿGKZDCCD?BCÿGBKÿE?BWACCD?BCUÿ
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dPAÿmBIA@BGID?BGQÿlCC?EDGID?Bÿ?WÿmBIA@RDALA@Cÿbmlmcÿ?WWA@CÿGÿCSAEDGQÿZAZNA@CPDSÿQARAQ̀ÿIPAÿGCC?EDGIAÿZAZNA@ÿ̀I?ÿGEIDRAÿKHITÿZDQDIG@Tÿ̀WHQQe
IDZAÿCIHKABICÿGBKÿWHQQeIDZAÿGEGKAZDECÿ̀GCÿGÿ@ACHQIÿ?WÿGÿSG@IBA@CPDSÿLDIPÿIPAÿ}A?@JDGÿM?HIPA@BÿMEP??Qÿ?WÿlEE?HBIGBETÿGBKÿ^?BÿjA@AEqÿ̀[>m̀
[~lÿ̀[>XÿGBKÿKD@AEI?@ÿ?Wÿ>@GHKÿXYGZDBGID?BÿGBKÿ>?@ABCDEÿlEE?HBIDBJÿS@?J@GZCÿLDIPDBÿIPAÿ[?QQAJAÿ?WÿjHCDBACCÿGIÿ}A?@JDGÿM?HIPA@BU
lQQÿDBRACIDJGI?@Cÿ̀DBÿIPDCÿEGCAÿ̀CIHKABICÿDBÿjA@AEqCÿW?@ABCDEÿDBIA@RDALCÿGBKÿDBIA@@?JGID?BÿE?H@CAÿ̀NAE?ZAÿGCC?EDGIAÿZAZNA@Cÿ?WÿmlmÿGBKÿHCA
IPAÿDBW?@ZGID?BÿGBKÿ@AC?H@EACÿS@?RDKAKÿ?BÿIPAÿmlmÿLANCDIAUÿdPAÿDBRACIDJGI?@CÿGQC?ÿHCAÿIPAÿiDEVQGBKA@eHQGLCVDÿIAYIÿ̀\~@GEIDEGQÿlCSAEICÿ?W
mBIA@RDALÿGBKÿmBIA@@?JGID?BU]ÿdP@?HJP?HIÿIPAD@ÿI@GDBDBJÿ̀DBRACIDJGI?@CÿGSSQTÿIPAD@ÿVB?LQAKJAÿDBÿLAAVQTÿZ?EVÿDBIA@RDALÿGCCDJBZABICU
IPA@ÿGCC?EDGIAÿZAZNA@Cÿ?WÿIPAÿmlmÿE?ZAÿW@?ZÿJ?RA@BZABIÿGJABEDACÿCHEPÿGCÿIPAÿ^ASG@IZABIÿ?WÿO?ZAQGBKÿMAEH@DITÿGBKÿIPAÿ^AWABCA
^ASG@IZABIÿS@DRGIAÿKAWABCAÿE?BI@GEI?@CÿQDVAÿATS?DBIÿ}?RA@BZABIÿM?QHID?BCÿGBKÿXQAZABIGQÿmBIAQQDJABEAÿMTCIAZCÿGBKÿAKHEGID?BGQÿDBCIDIHID?BCÿDBEQHKDBJÿ}A?@JAÿ_GC?BÿBDRA@CDIT`
BDRA@CDITÿ?WÿlQGNGZGÿGBKÿ[?Q?@GK?ÿMIGIAÿBDRA@CDITU
dPAÿE?H@CAÿDCÿIGHJPIÿGCÿSG@Iÿ?WÿGÿEA@IDWDEGIAÿS@?J@GZÿLDIPDBÿIPAÿ}A?@JDGÿM?HIPA@BÿMEP??Qÿ?WÿlEE?HBIGBETUÿd?ÿQAG@BÿZ?@Aÿ̀RDCDIÿ}A?@JDGM?HIPA@BUAKHNHCDBACCC?GW@GHKeW?@ABCDEe
GEE?HBIDBJÿbPIIS E?NGUJA?@JDGC?HIPA@BUAKHC?GW@GHKeW?@ABCDEeGEE?HBIDBJcU
j?IPÿIPAÿ[?QQAJAÿ?WÿjHCDBACCÿGBKÿMEP??Qÿ?WÿlEE?HBIGBETÿGIÿ}A?@JDGÿM?HIPA@BÿG@Aÿll[MjÿGEE@AKDIAKUÿ
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dPAÿ}A?@JDGÿ^DCI@DEIÿWWDEAÿ?WÿIPAÿUMUÿMZGQQÿjHCDBACCÿlKZDBDCI@GID?BÿbMjlcÿPGCÿGLG@KAKÿnA@AZTÿO?@CIZGBÿIPAÿgfÿAIA@GBÿMZGQQ
jHCDBACCÿ[PGZSD?BÿDBÿIPAÿgfÿpGID?BGQÿMZGQQÿjHCDBACCÿiAAVÿGLG@KCÿW?@ÿ}A?@JDGU
O?@CIZGBÿDCÿIPAÿKD@AEI?@ÿ?WÿIPAÿAIA@GBCÿjHCDBACCÿHI@AGEPÿ[ABIA@ÿbj[cÿGIÿIPAÿ}A?@JDGÿM?HIPA@BÿBDRA@CDITÿ[DITÿ[GZSHCÿDBÿK?LBI?LB
MIGIACN?@?UÿdPAÿ[ABIA@ÿDCÿ?BAÿ?Wÿgÿj[CÿBGID?BLDKAU
\dPAÿAIA@GBCÿjHCDBACCÿHI@AGEPÿ[ABIA@ÿIAGZÿDCÿAYEDIAKÿI?ÿ@AEADRAÿIPDCÿGLG@KÿGCÿGBÿGKR?EGIAÿW?@ÿRAI@AS@ABAH@C`]ÿCGDKÿO?@CIZGBUÿ\lCÿGB
Mjlÿ@AC?H@EAÿSG@IBA@ÿ̀LAÿCI@DRAÿI?ÿAZS?LA@ÿRAIA@GBCÿDBÿIPAÿCZGQQÿNHCDBACCÿG@ABGÿ̀GBKÿ̀LPABÿIPATÿG@AÿCHEEACCWHQ̀ÿLAÿG@AÿCHEEACCWHQUÿlC
RAIA@GBCÿ?H@CAQRACÿ̀LAÿABa?TÿPAQSDBJÿI@GBCDID?BDBJÿRAIA@GBCÿ?BÿIPAÿSGIPÿI?ÿNHCDBACCÿ?LBA@CPDSU]
O?@CIZGBÿLGCÿB?ZDBGIAKÿNTÿ}A?@JDGÿ^DCI@DEIÿMjlÿ~HNQDEÿlWWGD@CÿWWDEA@ÿkDBKCGTÿiDQQDGZCUÿd?ÿNAÿB?ZDBGIAKÿW?@ÿAIA@GBÿMZGQQÿjHCDBACC
[PGZSD?Bÿ?WÿIPAÿAG@ÿ̀GBÿDBKDRDKHGQÿZHCIÿPGRAÿWHQWDQQAKÿGÿE?ZZDIZABIÿI?ÿIPAÿGKRGBEAZABIÿ?WÿCZGQQÿNHCDBACCÿ?SS?@IHBDIDACÿW?@ÿRAIA@GBCÿ?W
IPAÿUMUÿG@ZAKÿW?@EACU
\dPACAÿGLG@KCÿG@ABIÿaHCIÿGN?HIÿ@AE?JBDqDBJÿNHCDBACCÿCHEEACCÿIPATÿGQC?ÿ@AE?JBDqAÿIPAÿAWW?@ICÿ?WÿCZGQQÿNHCDBACCÿGKR?EGIACÿIPGIÿAZS?LA@ÿABI@AS@ABAH@C`]ÿCGDKÿdA@@Dÿ^ABDC?Bÿ̀PAGKÿ?WÿIPA
UMUÿMZGQQÿjHCDBACCÿlKZDBDCI@GID?BCÿ}A?@JDGÿ^DCI@DEIÿWWDEAUÿ\iAÿNAQDARAÿIPGIÿCZGQQÿNHCDBACCACÿG@AÿIPAÿAE?B?ZDEÿABJDBAÿK@DRDBJÿ?H@ÿAE?B?ZTÿ̀GBKÿSA?SQAÿQDVAÿIPACAÿGLG@KÿLDBBA@CÿG@AÿIPA
CSG@VÿSQHJCÿS?LA@DBJÿIPGIÿABJDBAU]
[@DIA@DGÿW?@ÿIPAÿGLG@KÿDBEQHKAÿGEIDRAÿCHSS?@IÿW?@ÿQAJDCQGIDRAÿ?@ÿ@AJHQGI?@TÿGEID?BÿKACDJBAKÿI?ÿPAQSÿCZGQQÿNHCDBACCACÿARDKABEAÿ?WÿDBE@AGCAKÿNHCDBACCÿ?SS?@IHBDIDACÿW?@ÿRAIA@GBCÿGCÿGÿ@ACHQIÿ?W
IPAÿB?ZDBAACÿGEID?BCÿGBKÿGKRDC?@TÿGEIDRDIDACÿI?ÿDZS@?RAÿGLG@ABACCÿ?WÿCZGQQÿNHCDBACCÿ?SS?@IHBDIDACÿGZ?BJÿRAIA@GBCÿJ@?HSCÿ̀GZ?BJÿ?IPA@ÿIPDBJCU
dPAÿLDBBA@CÿLDQQÿNAÿP?B?@AKÿGIÿGÿQHBEPA?Bÿ̀P?CIAKÿNTÿIPAÿ}A?@JDGÿkABKA@CÿHGQDITÿ[D@EQAÿ̀CEPAKHQAKÿW?@ÿ_GTÿgÿ̀GIÿDQQGÿ[P@DCIDBGÿDBÿlIQGBIGUÿd?ÿQAG@BÿZ?@AÿGN?HIÿpGID?BGQÿMZGQQÿjHCDBACC
iAAVÿDBÿ}A?@JDGÿRDCDIÿPIISC ÿbPIISC JA?@JDGC?HIPA@BUCPG@AKL?@VUE?Z LqIAZSQGIASId̀GCV^AIGDQCURZIGCVm^fgcÿLLLUCNGUJ?RJGÿbPIIS LLLUCNGUJ?RJG[N@XcU
MDBEAÿfÿ̀IPAÿ~@ACDKABIÿPGCÿDCCHAKÿGÿS@?EQGZGID?BÿEGQQDBJÿW?@ÿIPAÿWD@CIÿLAAVÿDBÿ_GTÿI?ÿNAÿEAQAN@GIAKÿGCÿpGID?BGQÿMZGQQÿjHCDBACCÿiAAVUÿiGCPDBJI?Bÿ̀^U[ÙÿpALÿ?@Vÿ[DITÿ̀mBKDGBGS?QDC`
^GQQGCÿGBKÿ>@ACB?ÿ̀[GQDW?@BDGÿ̀SQGBÿBGID?BGQÿARABICÿI?ÿE?ZZAZ?@GIAÿIPDCÿCSAEDGQÿIDZAUÿ
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?@AABCBÿ?E@FGBÿHBGBIJAKÿHBABLMBNÿFJMÿOBMJÿPIAFIBÿQORÿSH@CHLTMÿUVWXÿHLIYFICZÿLINÿFJÿFIGA[NBNÿJEBÿ\B@HCFLÿ]@[JEBHIÿPIAFIBÿQOR^
?@AABCBÿ?E@FGBÿHLJBMÿ@IAFIBÿQORÿ_H@CHLTMÿ̀LMBNÿ@IÿLGJ[LAÿG@MJMÿaJLYFICÿFIJ@ÿLGG@[IJÿEFNNBIÿbBBMÿM[GEÿLMÿJBGEIFGLAÿM[__@HJÿbBBMÿ@H
@_BHLJFICÿ_ALJb@HTÿG@MJMcÿLINÿFIb@HTLJF@Iÿ_[`AFMEBNÿ̀KÿJEBÿdFCEBHÿeN[GLJF@IÿfBMBLHGEÿgIMJFJ[JBÿLJÿh?iR^ÿjEBÿdFCEBHÿeN[GLJF@IÿfBMBLHGE
gIMJFJ[JBÿG@IN[GJBNÿLÿILJF@IkFNBÿM[HlBKZÿ_@AAFICÿMJ[NBIJMÿL`@[JÿbFILIGFLAÿLFNÿ@bbBHFICMZÿJEBÿ@lBHLAAÿG@MJÿ@bÿC@FICÿJ@ÿMGE@@AÿLINÿm@`
_ALGBTBIJÿHLJBM^ÿPJEBHÿM@[HGBMÿLAM@ÿFIGA[NBNÿFIÿ?@AABCBÿ?E@FGBnMÿHLIYFICMÿkBHBÿh^]^ÿoBkMÿpÿq@HANÿfB_@HJZÿJEBÿoLJF@ILAÿ?BIJBHÿb@H
eN[GLJF@Iÿ]JLJFMJFGMÿLINÿSLK]GLAB^G@T^
rjEBÿ\B@HCFLÿ]@[JEBHIÿhIFlBHMFJKÿ@IAFIBÿM@A[JF@Iÿb@Hÿk@HYFICÿ̀[MFIBMMÿ_H@bBMMF@ILAMÿFMÿLIÿBsGBAABIJÿBsLT_ABÿ@bÿkELJÿLIÿQORÿ_H@CHLT
ME@[ANÿA@@YÿAFYB^ÿjEFMÿMGE@@AÿELMÿ̀BBIÿG@IbBHHFICÿJEBÿQORÿ@IAFIBÿb@HÿT@HBÿJELIÿWtÿKBLHMÿLINÿELMÿMFIGBÿ_BHbBGJBNÿFJÿFIJ@ÿLIÿLGGBABHLJBNÿ_H@CHLTÿJELJÿMBBMÿMJ[NBIJMÿbFIFMEFICÿJEB
HBu[FHBTBIJMÿFIÿABMMÿJELIÿJk@ÿKBLHM^ÿjEFMÿMGE@@AÿE@ANMÿHBCF@ILAÿLGGHBNFJLJF@Iÿ̀KÿJEBÿ]R?]ÿ?P?^ÿjEBÿQORÿ_H@CHLTÿFMÿb[HJEBHÿLGGHBNFJBNÿ̀KÿRR?]OÿgIJBHILJF@ILA^v
RAJE@[CEÿJEBÿG@[HMBk@HYÿFMÿWVVÿ_BHGBIJÿ@IAFIBZÿMJ[NBIJMÿLHBÿHBu[FHBNÿJ@ÿLJJBINÿLÿJk@wNLKÿ@HFBIJLJF@IÿFIÿRJALIJLZÿ\B@HCFLZÿ_HF@HÿJ@ÿ̀BCFIIFICÿJEBÿ_H@CHLT^ÿjEFMÿFMÿJEBÿ@IBÿLINÿ@IAKÿJFTB
MJ[NBIJMÿTBBJÿkFJEÿbLG[AJKÿLINÿ@JEBHÿGALMMTLJBMÿFIÿ_BHM@IZÿLAA@kFICÿJEBTÿJ@ÿbBBAÿT@HBÿG@IIBGJBNÿ@IGBÿGALMMÿ̀BCFIM^
gJÿFMÿFT_@HJLIJÿJ@ÿI@JBÿJELJÿ\B@HCFLÿ]@[JEBHIÿHBu[FHBMÿJELJÿLAAÿ@IAFIBÿFIMJH[GJ@HMÿLHBÿGBHJFbFBNÿLINÿFINB_BINBIJAKÿLGLNBTFGLAAKwu[LAFbFBNÿ̀KÿRR?]OÿJ@ÿJBLGEÿJEBÿG@[HMBM^ÿgIÿLNNFJF@IÿJ@ÿJEB
bLGJÿJELJÿLAAÿG@[HMBMÿLHBÿJL[CEJÿLMKIGEH@I@[MAKZÿMJ[NBIJMÿLHBÿCBJJFICÿJEBÿlBHKÿ̀BMJÿBN[GLJF@IZÿLAAÿkEFABÿE@ANFICÿLÿm@`ÿLINÿG@IJFI[FICÿkFJEÿJEBFHÿ_BHM@ILAÿAFlBM^
jEBÿ\B@HCFLÿ]@[JEBHIÿQORÿHBu[FHBMÿxVÿGHBNFJÿE@[HMÿ@bÿG@[HMBk@HY^ÿqEFABÿLIÿFIJBHIMEF_ÿFMÿI@JÿHBu[FHBNZÿLÿGL_MJ@IBÿJBLTÿ_H@mBGJÿFMÿTLINLJ@HK^ÿ]LT_ABÿG@[HMBMÿFIGA[NBÿu[LIJFJLJFlB
LILAKMFMÿb@Hÿ̀[MFIBMMÿNBGFMF@IMZÿTLILCBHFLAÿLGG@[IJFICZÿLINÿ̀[MFIBMMÿBJEFGMÿLINÿJEBÿALk^
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G@TTBIJLHKÿ̀KÿdLIILEÿS[JTLIÿb@HÿHBMBLHGEÿEBÿELMÿG@IN[GJBNÿkFJEÿOBIÿPMJÿahIFlBHMFJKÿ@bÿgAAFI@FMÿLJÿ?EFGLC@cÿ@IÿbFHMJwKBLHÿJBLGEBHMn
L`MBIGBÿHLJBMÿaG@[IJFICÿ@IAKÿMFGYÿLINÿ_BHM@ILAÿNLKMZÿI@Jÿ_H@bBMMF@ILAÿNBlBA@_TBIJcÿLINÿE@kÿJEBMBÿHLJBMÿG@HHBM_@INÿJ@ÿJEBFHÿk@HYA@LNM
aB^C^ZÿGALMMÿMFBZÿKBLHMÿ@bÿBs_BHFBIGBc^ÿjEBÿLHJFGABZÿ_[`AFMEBNÿFIÿeG@I@TFGMÿ@bÿeN[GLJF@IÿfBlFBkZÿl@A[TBÿtXZÿR_HFAÿUVWXZÿEFCEAFCEJMÿJELJ
JBLGEBHMÿLHBÿABMMÿAFYBAKÿJ@ÿ̀BÿL`MBIJÿkEBIÿJBLGEFICÿALHCBHÿGALMMBMZÿJBLGEFICÿIBkÿCHLNBÿLMMFCITBIJMÿ@HÿELlFICÿbBkBHÿKBLHMÿBs_BHFBIGB^
j@ÿlFBkÿJEBÿLHJFGABÿFIÿFJMÿBIJFHBJKÿLINÿJEBÿb[AAÿMJ[NKZÿGAFGYÿEBHBÿaEJJ_kkk^IGJu^@HCG@TTBIJLHKLHJFGAB^N@FNxUc^ÿ
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BCDÿFGHIJKGLÿMNNJOIGHIJKÿJPÿQHGHDÿRJGSTNÿJPÿMOOJUKHGKOVÿCGNÿLINHDTÿHCDÿWDJSXIGÿQJUHCDSKÿQOCJJLÿJPÿMOOJUKHGKOVÿYJSDKNIOÿMOOJUKHIKXÿZSJXSG[ÿGNÿJKDÿJPÿHCDÿHJZÿIKÿHCDÿKGHIJK\ÿBJÿLDGSK
[JSDÿG]JUHÿHCDÿYJSDKNIOÿMOOJUKHIKXÿZSJXSG[^ÿ_INIHÿWDJSXIGQJUHCDSK\DTU`]UNIKDNN`NJG`PSGUTaPJSDKNIOaGOOJUKHIKXÿbCHHZc̀`OJ]G\XDJSXIGNJUHCDSK\DTU`NJG`PSGUTaPJSDKNIOaGOOJUKHIKX`d\
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nKÿoDTKDNTGV^ÿMZSILÿpq^ÿqrps^ÿHCDÿYIKGKODÿMNNJOIGHIJKÿtDLOJ[DTÿuIKTGÿvULLDK^ÿwC\x\^ÿGNNJOIGHDÿZSJPDNNJSÿJPÿ[GSyDHIKX^ÿGKTÿQHD_DKÿz{DLLV|
xG]]NÿPJSÿHCDÿPIKGLÿND[DNHDSÿIKNHGLL[DKHÿIKÿIHNÿJKXJIKXÿWUDNHÿQZDGyDSÿQDSIDN\
vULLDKÿTINOUNNDTÿCDSÿHI[DÿGNÿGÿSUKKDSÿGKTÿHSGTDSÿJKÿHCDÿ}CIOGXJÿRJGSTÿJPÿnZHIJKNÿ~OCGKXDÿb}Rn~d\ÿQCDÿDZLGIKDTÿHCDÿPGNHaZGODT
DK_ISJK[DKHÿGKTÿCJtÿIHÿtGNÿNJ[DtCGHÿLIyDÿHCDÿNODKDNÿTDZIOHDTÿIKÿ[J_IDN\ÿDSÿDZDSIDKODNÿHCDSDÿCDLZDTÿCDSÿNIXKIPIOGKHLVÿIKÿCDSÿKDHÿJ]ÿGH
Gÿ]GKy\
xG]]Nÿb}~v^ÿrd^ÿGÿQHGHDN]JSJÿKGHI_D^ÿHGLyDTÿGHÿLDKXHCÿG]JUHÿCINÿIK_DNHIKXÿDZDSIDKODÿNHGSHIKXÿGNÿGÿ]SJyDSÿIKÿQG_GKKGC\ÿMNÿCINÿyKJtLDTXD
GKTÿOLIDKHÿ]GNDÿXSDt^ÿCDÿ]DXGKÿOSGPHIKXÿ[JSDÿDJHIOÿIK_DNH[DKHN\ÿxUSIKXÿCINÿZSDNDKHGHIJK^ÿxG]]NÿGLNJÿNHSDNNDTÿHCDÿI[ZJSHGKODÿJP
KDHtJSyIKXÿGNÿGÿPSIDKTÿJPÿGÿPSIDKTÿCDLZDTÿCI[ÿJ]HGIKÿGÿNDGHÿJKÿHCDÿwGOIPIOÿ}JGNHÿ~OCGKXDÿIKÿQGKÿYSGKOINOJ\ÿDÿNZDKHÿGÿKU[]DSÿJPÿVDGSN
HSGTIKXÿJZHIJKNÿGNÿGÿ[GSyDHÿ[GyDSÿJKÿHCGHÿDOCGKXD\ÿ{DLLVÿDZLGIKDTÿHCDÿJ]ÿJPÿ]DIKXÿGÿ[GSyDHÿ[GyDSÿGKTÿTINOUNNDTÿHCDÿLIPDNHVLDÿGKTÿCIXCÿ]USKaJUHÿSGHDÿHVZIOGLÿJPÿ[GSyDHÿ[GyDSNÿJK
DOCGKXDN\ÿDÿNGITÿHCDÿ[JNHÿCDÿLJNHÿtGNÿG]JUHÿ r^rrrÿIKÿrÿNDOJKTN\ÿMPHDSÿLDG_IKXÿHCDÿDOCGKXD^ÿCDÿSDHUSKDTÿHJÿHCDÿQHGHDN]JSJÿGSDGÿGKTÿCGNÿ]DOJ[DÿGÿLJOGLÿDKHSDZSDKDUS^ÿJZDSGHIKX
ND_DSGLÿ]UNIKDNNDN\ÿxG]]NÿDZLGIKDTÿHCDÿIKHDSDNHIKXÿ]UNIKDNNÿJZZJSHUKIHIDNÿCDÿTD_DLJZDTÿHJÿPILLÿNZDOIPIO^ÿ]UHÿUK[DH^ÿKDDTNÿIKÿHCDÿLJOGLÿOJ[[UKIHV\
RJHCÿvULLDKÿGKTÿxG]]NÿDZJUKTDTÿUZJKÿCJtÿ[UOCÿyKJtLDTXDÿHCDVÿXGIKDTÿG]JUHÿHCDÿ[GSyDHN\
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BCINÿ[JKHCNÿRWÿ}GPÿtGNÿCDLTÿJKÿMZSILÿpqÿGHÿ}IHVÿ}G[ZUNÿIKÿTJtKHJtKÿQHGHDN]JSJ\ÿuJOGLÿDKHSDZSDKDUSNÿXGHCDSDTÿHJÿLINHDKÿHJÿHtJÿJPÿHCDISÿZDDSNÿZSDNDKHÿHCDISÿ]UNIKDNNÿGKTÿZSJ]LD[NÿHCDV
GSDÿOUSSDKHLVÿDKOJUKHDSIKX\ÿMNÿHCDÿHtJÿzLJOGLZSDKDUSN|ÿZSDNDKHDT^ÿGHHDKTDDNÿDKJVDTÿOJ[ZLI[DKHGSVÿOJPPDDÿZSJ_ITDTÿ]Vÿ}JJLÿRDGKÿGKTÿTJUXCKUHNÿZSJ_ITDTÿ]VÿHCDÿxQxMÿGNÿHCDVÿXG_D
IK_GLUG]LDÿPDDT]GOyÿHJÿHCDÿHtJÿIKTI_ITUGLN\
BCDÿZSDNDKHDSNÿPJSÿMZSILNÿRWÿ}GPÿtDSDÿQGLLVÿvIKHJKÿPSJ[ÿRJSJÿBGyDJUHÿGKTÿQCGtKÿGOyNJK^ÿHCDÿLG]ÿOJJSTIKGHJSÿPJSÿHCDÿYG]uG]ÿGKTÿKKJ_GHIJKÿKOU]GHJSÿGHÿ}IHVÿ}G[ZUN\ÿQGLLVÿNHGSHDTÿHCD
PJJTÿTDLI_DSVÿNDS_IOD^ÿRJSJÿBGyDJUH^ÿIKÿqrr\ÿRJSJÿBGyDJUHÿCGNÿXSJtKÿHJÿPDGHUSDÿG]JUHÿrÿLJOGLÿQHGHDN]JSJÿSDNHGUSGKHN\ÿBCDÿNDS_IODÿGLLJtNÿOUNHJ[DSNÿHJÿJSTDSÿPJJTÿ_IGÿHCDÿKHDSKDHÿJS
ZCJKDÿGKTÿCG_DÿIHÿTDLI_DSDTÿHJÿHCD[\ÿRJSJÿBGyDJUHÿGLNJÿJPPDSNÿXSJODSVÿTDLI_DSVÿPSJ[ÿRIuJ^ÿvJKTGVÿHCSJUXCÿBCUSNTGV\
QGLLVÿINÿLJJyIKXÿHJÿDZGKTÿCDSÿJPPDSIKXNÿHJÿIKOLUTDÿKGHIJKGLÿPJJTÿOCGIKNÿGKTÿHJÿJHCDSÿOJ[[UKIHIDNÿKDGSÿQHGHDN]JSJ\ÿDSÿZSJ]LD[ÿINÿXDHHIKXÿIKHJÿNDDÿOJSZJSGHDÿGHÿHCDÿKGHIJKGLÿPJJTÿOCGIKN
GKTÿHCDÿOJNHÿJPÿTDLI_DSIKXÿHJÿKDGS]VÿOJ[[UKIHIDN\ÿQUXXDNHIJKNÿIKOLUTDTÿGTTIKXÿOGHDSDSNÿHJÿCDSÿNDS_IOD^ÿJSXGKIIKXÿGÿXSJUZÿJPÿJHCDSÿPJJTÿNDS_IODÿTDLI_DSVÿOJ[ZGKIDNÿHJÿGZZSJGOCÿKGHIJKGL
OCGIKN^ÿSDNDGSOCIKXÿJHCDSÿPJJTÿTDLI_DSVÿNDS_IODÿOJ[ZGKIDNÿHJÿLDGSKÿCJtÿHCDVÿCG_Dÿ]DDKÿG]LDÿHJÿ]SDGyÿIKHJÿHCDÿKGHIJKGLÿPJJTÿOCGIKN^ÿSDNDGSOCIKXÿNGLDNÿZSIJSÿHJÿIKOLUTIKXÿGÿSDNHGUSGKHÿGNÿZGSH
JPÿRJSJÿBGyDJUHÿPJJTÿTDLI_DSVÿGKTÿOJ[ZGSIKXÿHCDÿIKOSDGNDÿIKÿNGLDNÿHCDÿSDNHGUSGKHNÿCG_DÿNDDKÿGPHDSÿ]DOJ[IKXÿZGSHÿJPÿRJSJÿBGyDJUHÿHJÿNCJtÿKGHIJKGLÿPJJTÿOCGIKNÿHCDÿ]DKDPIHNÿJPÿ]DIKXÿZGSH
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